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Elliot Howard + Bruce Mowson
Arc d’Brunswick/Upfield Conduit Video (video, 4 ½ minutes)– an exegesis
Video
The commonly available means of visually recording sound and motion. Video is now ubiquitous, easily
made, edited, stored and disseminated. Formats regularly change. Art galleries now require 4:3 ratio
monitors that will last as long as oil paintings from the Italian Baroque. Or YouTube.
Time/Movement
As a child the wait for the airport delay seemed to take forever. Now I spend hours online putting off what I
really should be doing. It’s not advised for two bodies to move towards an opaque screen from opposite
sides and at speed. Moving through a golden spangled archway is. It’s easy to speed that motion up and slow
it down. That bit is fun.
Space/Mylar Blankets
The material was supposedly developed by NASA to protect astronauts in space housed in faulty crafts from
the heat of the sun. They also regulate the heat of runners in the period immediately after finishing
marathons. They used to be advertising free, now they are not. Today these blankets are used as a conduit
through which brands flow from runners to consumers. Christmas trees love this material in a different
form, tinsel.
Brace/OSB Exterior/Stirling Board
Loved by architects in the late 1980s, this is a very flexible material. From ensuring spec housing remains true
and plumb to covering the interiors of cool cafés, forming shelving in high street clothing shops and lining
the inside of a House for Two Friends, this material is a wonder. Like chipboard on steroids, we use it because
it is cheap, light, easy to cut and provides endless pleasure for the eyes.
Bike Path
The Upfield Bike Path is an arterial route through a city in transformation. Brunswick is home to some of
Melbourne’s newer immigrant populations as well as hipster and artist communities. The bike path goes
through its heart. It follows train commuters to and from work, from the city to the suburb. It is uneven in
the extreme. It borders housing, shops, light industry, cafés, pubs, tram depots and car lots. It runs under
new models of social housing and enormous, popularly supported gentrification and social change. We
seem to know how fast house prices in Brunswick rise, like we know the price fluctuations of the All Ords.
Amoeba
We’ve only seen images of them, they’re too small for our naked eyes to see, we know their shapes.
Bodies in motion
I seem to put up with clothes that don’t fit me. Most chairs make my back ache. I’m photographed unsmiling
for identification purposes. In the winter I get up to go to work, and return home again at night, in the dark.
In the morning I get my children to school in a rush of frayed nerves for the 9am audible tone. I lie in bed at
night watching another crime drama on my portable device. I know there are enormous inequalities here
and across the globe. I’m one of the lucky ones. I can live here or in Europe. I swim in the ocean for two
short weeks of the year. Sometimes I take a risk on my bike to get to my destination when I know that it’s not
worth it, I really shouldn’t. I don’t know what the bank invests my money in but I know the ethics of those
investments are iffy.
Affect/Desire
Is this why we participate in the above? Can producing a small haecceity in a journey home from work on a
warm spring evening, recorded on video and distributed online and in a gallery, insert a new critical texture
to the background noise versions of these things that constantly follow us, affect and desire?
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File format - .mov
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